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The Commonwealth of Massachusetts
EXECUTIVE DEPARTMENT

To the Honorable Senate and House of Representatives:

In accordance with the provisions of Article LVI of the
Amendments to the Constitution, I am returning herewith, House
Bill No. 6306 entitled "AN ACT FURTHER REGULATING RACING DAYS
IN THE COMMONWEALTH."

In an October 19, 1981 letter to the leadership, I
identified the subject matter of this bill as one of a number
of important matters pending before this legislative session.
I said:

With the loss of Rockingham, additional racing
days will keep important segments of this industry
working—contributing to the Commonwealth—rather
than drawing from it through unemployment and public
assistance. The additional dates will also increase
state revenues significantly. A responsible bill
that maintains the authority of the Racing Commission
to preserve the industry will be a great benefit to
all concerned. I would also strongly recommend that
a Breeding Incentive Program be developed, a program
that fosters open space protection, economic development
and the future of the racing industry.

In reviewing the various legislative proposals that
have surfaced over the past several months, we have had
occasion to re-examine the 1978 report of the Governor's Select
Committee on Racing as it was filed by then-Governor Michael
S. Dukakis (see H.5590 of 1973). We were struck by a number
of the observations made therein:

Commontoealtf) of iflaggacbusetts

The Committee has been particularly mindful of
the industry's ramifications on both the general economy
and the state treasury. The Commonwealth cannot be
expected to look favorably upon a loss of revenue in these
fiscally tight times. On the other hand, the continued
generation of tax and other revenues is directly dependent
upon the existence of the tracks. Put in its starkest
terms, the ceasing of operations at both Suffolk and Foxboro
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would cause an immediate, direct loss to the state
of between 17 and 18 million dollars. The Committee
finds the possibility of their demise, in the absence
of legislative change, to be immediate and real.

Moreover, the possibility of this direct loss
does not begin to approach the indirect losses that
would be sustained as a result of the track's closing.
Suffolk directly employs 1800 people; Foxboro employs
a somewhat smaller number. In addition, the tracks
provide a market for local vendors of ancillary goods
and services. Their employment results in substantial
income taxes and generally benefits the state economy.
Their unemployment would, of course, create just the
opposite effect.

* * *

No discussion of the racing industry would
be complete without a serious treatment of the subject
of competition. The Committee finds that it is dealing
with a unique hybrid industry. On the one hand, it
exists at the sufferance of the state and in many ways
is not dissimilar to a monopoly. Within this quasi-
monopolistic structure, however, are many traditional
elements of the free enterprise system. Melding them
together within a regulatory framework is no easy task.

**************

Our tracks, as well as those just over our
borders, are engaged in a battle for a finite number
of dollars. Such competition, at least in its initial
stages, is healthy and promotes efficient and innovative
management. Left unfettered, however, it ultimately
becomes destructive.

To run two tracks simultaneously would out deeply
into the attendance and handle of each.

************

The Committee finds that Massachusetts dog
racing fans desire winter racing, and are willing to
travel out of state to get it. We are therefore
recommending the repeal of the prohibition on winter
dog racing and thereby increasing significantly the
number of authorized greyhound racing days. Simulta-
neously, we are recommending that the Commission schedule
these days to prohibit almost all head-to-head
(i.e., simultaneous) competition between any two
Massachusetts tracks within 20 miles of each other.

******

Generally, no two tracks within a twenty mile
radius shall run head to head (against one another at
the same time of day). However, head to head meetings
will be authorized for Saturday evenings and holidays
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between a harness and dog track. Tracks and the Racing
Commission are urged to explore innovative scheduling
to comply with this requirement.

Our recommendations are aimed at the best
interests of the entire industry, and requires the
cooperation of all segments of it.

The recommendations of that Blue Ribbon Commission were
largely adopted by Chapter 494 of the Acts of 1978. Their
successful implementation has gone a long way to restoring
the health of the industry, protecting both jobs and state
revenues.

In reviewing H.6305 we seek to maintain the spirit of
the 1978 commission report and legislation. We desire to keep
all segments of the industry healthy, and to treat each fairly.

It has been our goal to increase the number of racing dates
to make up for those lost by the Rockingham fire, and to increase
revenues for the Commonwealth.

It has also been our strong goal, and one that preceded
the Rockingham situation, to establish a breeding program that
would help establish a new Massachusetts-bred industry.

Many of the provisions of H.6306 meet these objectives.
Every track is given additional days, allowing year-round racing.
A harness and thoroughbred breeders program is established
without taking money away from the bettors or the tracks.

There are a number of other provisions that cause us
concern, but which on balance, are acceptable. We question the
change in the cut-off figure for the state take-out at dog tracks
being raised from $150,000 to $200,000. We question the need
for more than 440 dog racing days in Bristol County. We question
the present need to extend the capital improvements funds at
Suffolk and Foxboro through 1984, 1985 and 1986. And we question
the prohibition on matinee racing at Wonderland on days Suffolk
is not running.

Taken separately, we might well seek a different resolution
to these questions. But in the knowledge that responsible
compromise is an intrinsic part of the democratic process, each
of these issues has been resolved in an acceptable manner when
we consider the totality of the legislative proposal being made.

There are, however, three provisions in H.6306 that are
not adequately balanced. The first and most significant of
these is the matter of head-to-head Sunday night competition
between Foxboro and Raynham/Taunton.

As noted earlier, the 1978 Commission clearly felt such
direct competition was destructive in the long term. The only
exception they allowed was to let these tracks compete on Saturday
nights and holidays.
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The parties involved have agreed, in the context of this
year round racing proposal, to also allow competition on Friday
nights.

The State Racing Commission has presented me with a number
of statistical analyses showing the marked effect of competition
on the daily handle at Foxboro.

Clearly we do not allow, nor would we contemplate, similar
head-to-head racing between Wonderland and Suffolk.

The Racing Commissioners have unanimously informed me that
head-to-head Sunday night competition with Raynham/Taunton would
force Foxboro out of business within twelve months.

There is no reason for the Commonwealth, in a bill designed
to fairly benefit the racing industry, to risk the future viability
of standardbred racing, and the thousands of jobs depending on
that racing.

Accordingly I would amend the bill to retain the "twenty-mile
restriction" on Sunday nights.

The second provision which raises significant concerns is
that which increases the purses for dog owners. We feel that an
increase from three percent of the total handle to three and one-
quarter percent would be appropriate. It would raise in excess
of $550,000 in purse money for dog owners under the existing number
of performances; and the additional days at Wonderland, Raynham
and Taunton will mean a further substantial increase in purse
money available.

I understand and appreciate the desire of dog owners for
greater purse money. It would be my preference that such
assistance be developed through a Massachusetts breeding program
similar to that established in this bill for thoroughbreds and
standardbreds. Those programs, as we originally intended, have
been established without taking money from the bettors or the
tracks. At some future date, when the feasibility of a Massachusetts
greyhound breeding program is determined, we intend to more fully
explore this concept.

In this legislation, and in view of the other provisions
affecting horse, dog and track owners, we belive it would be
acceptable to increase the portions of the take-out dedicated
to purses at dog tracks; but we also believe that any increase
in excess of one-quarter percent of the total handle would be
excessive and unfair to the other parties involved in racing.
The dog tracks, from whom this additional purse money is taken,
do not have a state supported capital improvements fund at their
disposal.

Accordingly I would amend the bill to provide that three
and one-quarter percent of the total handle, taken from the
nineteen percent withheld at each dog racing meeting be dedicated
to the payment of purses to the dog owners.

The final imbalance that we would seek to correct concerns
the number of days granted to Wonderland. This track has proven
to be among the largest handling tracks and largest state revenue
producing operations. Competing dog tracks in New England have
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a significantly larger number of performances: Lincoln, Rhode
Island 420; Seabrook, New Hampshire 460; Plainfield,
Connecticut 360; and Raynham-Taunton raised in this bill from
400 to 460.

This legislation raises Wonderland from 270 to 310 days.

without becoming embroiled in the issue of matinee racing
at Wonderland on days when Suffolk is not running, we believe
that an additional increase of 30 evening days should be authorized
and made available to that track.

Accordingly, I would amend the
for Wonderland.

bill to provide 340 dates

This bill, with the amendments
everyone fairly. Everyone involved
tracks, the employees, the fans and

I recommend here, treats
.n racing--the state, the
the animal owners—stands

to benefit. It strenghens all elements of the industry, and
it does so without endangering or threatening to put out of
business any particular element.

Every track receives additional racing dates: Suffolk —

50, Foxboro—50, Raynham/Taunton—6o, and Wonderland—70.

The communities where these tracks are located receive
a direct tax benefit for the first time.

Owners of thoroughbreds and standardbreds gain the
establishment of a Massachusetts breeding program. Greyhound
owners receive an increase in the percentage of their handle
dedicated to purses.

Racing fans will see more programs; they will no longer
have to travel to bordering state racetracks; and they will
see better quality animals because of the breeding program
and the increase in purses for dog owners.

The expanded number of racing dates means more revenue
for the state, a better utilization of their capital plant
for the tracks, and more purses for which animal owners have
the opportunity to compete.

Problems which the state auditor has cited at Raynham
and Taunton, where the tracks found it in their interest to
keep the daily handle below 5200,000, have been corrected.

The Bristol County dog tracks will be freed to race
against Foxboro on Friday nights; yet Foxboro will be assured
the Sunday night racing it needs to survive.

And most important of all, those who have been idled by
the Rockingham fire will have the opportunity to go back
to work.

I therefore am returning this bill with the recommendation
hat it be amended as follows:

ause (c) of section 13 of chapter 494 of the acts
if 1978 as appearing in section 4 of the bill, is
lereby amended by striking out the words "nine
mndred and eighty” and inserting in place thereof
he words: - one thousand and ten.
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2) Said clause (c) is hereby further amended, by
striking out the words "three hundred and ten"
and inserting in place thereof the words: three
hundred and forty.

3) Clause (d) of said section 13 is hereby amended
by striking out the words "a day preceding a
legal holiday, and a Sunday during the period
between the sixteenth day of May and the
fifteenth day of September, inclusive", and
inserting in place thereof the words;- and a
day preceding a legal holiday.

4) Said clause (d) is hereby further amended by
striking out in the fifth sentence thereof, the
words "or a Sunday between the sixteenth of May
and the fifteenth of September, inclusive.

5) Section 14 of said chapter 494 , as appearing in
said section 4 of the bill, is hereby amended by
striking out in the sixth paragraph thereof,
wherever they appear, the words "three and one-hal
and inserting in a lace thereof the words:- three
and one-quarter.
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